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アクチノイドの電子状態
d電子から始まった磁性研究：Fe (3d), Cu (3d) 高温超伝導
4f 電子：希土類　d遷移金属に比べて化学的分離が遅れた。
多くはR3+のイオンが安定。
化学的性質は主に価数で決まる。

5f 電子：天然に存在するアクチノイド　Th (5f0)、 U (5f3)
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アクチノイド元素
　不完全殼5f電子を持つ元素である
　同じ不完全4f電子を持つ希土類と比較して
! 1. 様々な価数をとる。5f電子の不安定性
! 2. 相対論効果が大きい
! 3. 一般に、軽アクチノイドでは5f電子は動き
　　　回り（遍歴）、重アクチノイドでは局在す
　　　ると考えられている。



プルトニウム Pu: 5f56d17s2

Plutonium Overview
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Complex Chemistry of Plutonium

The chemical behavior of plutonium, like its solid-state behavior, is controlled by

its electronic structure. The lowest energy configuration of the valence electrons is

nominally 5f67s2, but the energy levels of the 6d and 5f orbitals are similar, and 

the 5f67s2 and 5f56d7s2 electronic configurations compete. In fact, as one moves

from thorium to plutonium in the periodic table, the orbital energies invert—the 5f

orbitals become lower in energy than the 6d orbitals. Unlike the 4f orbitals in 

the lanthanides (rare earths), the 5f and 6d orbitals in the light actinides up to ameri-

cium extend far enough to be accessible for chemical bonding. Consequently, 

the light actinides exhibit complex chemical behavior reminiscent of the d–transition

elements. In the heavy actinides beyond americium, the 5f orbitals are pulled in 

and not involved in chemical bonding, and therefore the chemical behavior of those

heavy actinides and the lanthanides are quite similar. 

In the metal, multiple electronic configurations of nearly equal energy lead to

multiple solid-state phases. In the atom, they produce a tendency to supply more

bonding electrons in chemical reactions and thus to exhibit a very complex chem-

istry. A plutonium atom in aqueous solution will readily lose between three and

seven of its outer electrons to form positively charged cations in five formal oxida-

tion states ranging from Pu(III) to Pu(VII). Many different oxidation states, however,

make solution chemistry very complex because each of

them forms different compounds or complexes. The plutoni-

um complexes span a broad range of structural motifs and

typically have high coordination numbers (that is, the pluto-

nium cation surrounds itself with many anions). Coordina-

tion numbers from 3 to 12 have been observed for various

oxidation states.

Moreover, under acidic conditions, the energy needed 

to add or subtract electrons (the reduction-oxidation, or

redox potential) and thereby change oxidation states is very

similar (approximately 1 volt). Thus, plutonium will often

change oxidation states in solution and follow several differ-

ent chemical pathways simultaneously. It can also exist 

in several oxidation states within the same solution and, 

at very low pH, can even exhibit four oxidation states 

simultaneously. This last feature makes plutonium unique

among the elements. 

The shapes of 5f and 6d orbitals, in addition to their radial

extents, affect molecular (not metallic) bonding. The f- and

d-electron wave functions with three and two quanta of 

angular momentum, respectively, are nonspherical and have

highly directional lobes, producing certain unique covalent

motifs. For example, in water, actinides in the (V) and (VI) oxidation state immedi-

ately bond with two oxygens to form the linear “actinyl” motif. Plutonyl O=Pu=O,

uranyl O=U=O, and neptunyl O=Np=O are examples. Once formed, other ligands

bond in the equatorial plane bisecting the actinyl motif (see figure). 

Each oxidation state can form various molecular complexes, each with a charac-

teristic solubility and chemical reactivity. The instabilities of plutonium’s oxidation

states, coupled with the creation of free radicals through its radioactive decay, yield

solution chemistry that is constantly changing and affecting chemical processing 

operations, nuclear waste storage and treatment, and the reactivity and mobility 

of plutonium in the environment. Over the years, the redox states of plutonium have

been controlled by complexation with various ligands. Some of these, such as 

Each plutonium oxidation state has a

characteristic color in solution.
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The range of plutonium complexes and

oxidation states in water containing car-

bonate, hydroxyl, and fluoride ions is evi-

dent in the redox potential vs pH diagram.

In many natural waters, plutonium will be

in the relatively insoluble IV state. Redox

reactions, however, will allow plutonium

to assume any of the oxidation states III,

V, and VI. Overall therefore, the environ-

mental behavior of plutonium is extremely

complicated. The red dots mark condi-

tions under which plutonium can coexist

in three different oxidation states 

simultaneously.



incorporates most of the physics that is

difficult to calculate (for example, low-

symmetry structures and the relativistic

motion of core electrons), demonstrates

convincingly that the 5f electrons are

bonding in !-plutonium.

It is still true, however, that early 

pioneers such as Willie Zachariasen and

Jacques Friedel led the way, predicting

that the 5f electrons in the light 

actinides are bonding. They based their

conjecture on a comparison of the

atomic radii (or volumes) of the light

actinides with those of the d-electron

transition metals. Atomic volumes 

provide one of the best guides to what

the electrons are doing. 

As shown in Figure 9, the nearly

parabolic decrease in atomic radii of

the light actinides is very similar to that

of the 5d transition metals, providing

convincing evidence that, as 5f valence

electrons are added across the early part

of the actinide series, they increase 

cohesion and thus cause the atomic 

volume to decrease. This decrease in

atomic volume due to 5f bonding was

not anticipated for the 5f series. 

The 5f electrons were supposed to 

behave like the 4f valence electrons 

in the rare earths, which are localized

in the ionic cores and are therefore

chemically inert, or nonbonding. 

For that reason, the atomic volume 

remains relatively constant across 

the rare-earth series.

Another sign of electron localization

vs itinerancy is the presence or absence,

respectively, of local magnetic 

moments. The 4f electrons in the rare

earths produce local moments (except

for those elements with half-filled or

filled 4f shells), whereas the 5f elec-

trons in the light actinides, up to

!-plutonium, do not. 

Why do 5f electrons bond in the

light actinides? Why do 4f electrons not

bond in the rare earths? In other words,

why are the 5f electrons spatially more

extended than the 4f electrons? The

Pauli exclusion principle requires that

the 5f wave functions be orthogonal to

the 4f core-level wave functions in the

actinides. This requirement pushes the

5f wave functions somewhat farther

from the ion cores. In addition, the

greater nuclear charge of the actinides

compared with that of the rare earths

causes larger relativistic effects, 

increasing the radial extent of the 5f

wave functions somewhat, while draw-

ing the 7s and 7p orbitals closer to the

cores, as shown in Figure 3. One impli-

cation is that the relative radial

separation of the 5f, 6d, and 7s orbitals

in the actinides is less than the corre-

sponding radial separation of the 4f, 5d,

and 6s orbitals in the rare earths. So, in

the rare earths, the 5d and 6s orbitals of

neighboring atoms overlap, whereas the

4f electrons remain nonbonding. In the

actinides, on the other hand, as the 6d

and 7s orbitals of neighboring atoms

overlap and become bonding, so do the

5f orbitals. 

Boring and Smith emphasize (see

the article on page 90) that the 5f con-

duction band determines the bonding

properties and crystal structure of 

!-plutonium, which has five 5f elec-

trons and only one d and two 

s electrons. They also emphasize the 

interplay of the different bands in deter-

mining the equilibrium crystal volume.

Their simplified band calculations (for

fcc structures with spherical potentials)

show that occupation of the s states in

plutonium provides a repulsive force,

expanding the equilibrium crystal vol-

ume and making the f bands narrower

than they would be otherwise. This

general picture is borne out by the

more-sophisticated full-potential band

structure calculations performed by

Wills and Eriksson. Those calculations

demonstrate clearly that the 5f electrons
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Figure 9. Experimental Atomic Radii of the Actinides, Rare Earths, and 5d

Transition Metals 

The atomic radius displayed is the Wigner-Seitz radius, defined as 4"/3 RWS = V, where

V is the equilibrium volume per atom of the primitive unit cell. The rare-earth elements

show only a slight lattice contraction, indicating that the 4f electrons are added to the

core (that is, they are localized) as the nuclear charge is increased across the series.

The exceptions are europium and ytterbium for which one electron is removed from

the conduction band to fill up half of the f shell and the entire f shell, respectively.

Fewer conduction electrons (or lower valence) result in weaker bonding and an 

expanded volume. The actinides follow the transition-metal trend up to plutonium. Past

americium, they behave more like the rare earths. 

5f電子状態の変化：局在⇔遍歴

P
lutonium is a physicist’s dream but an engineer’s nightmare. With little

provocation, the metal changes its density by as much as 25 percent. It can

be as brittle as glass or as malleable as aluminum; it expands when it solidi-

fies—much like water freezing to ice; and its shiny, silvery, freshly machined 

surface will tarnish in minutes. It is highly reactive in air and strongly reducing in

solution, forming multiple compounds and complexes in the environment and dur-

ing chemical processing. It transmutes by radioactive decay, causing damage to its

crystalline lattice and leaving behind helium, americium, uranium, neptunium, and

other impurities. Plutonium damages materials on contact and is therefore difficult

to handle, store, or transport. Only physicists would ever dream of making and

using such a material. And they did make it—in order to take advantage of the 

extraordinary nuclear properties of plutonium-239. 

Plutonium, the Most Complex Metal

Plutonium, the sixth member of the actinide series, is a metal, and like other

metals, it conducts electricity (albeit quite poorly), is electropositive, and dissolves

in mineral acids. It is extremely dense—more than twice as dense as iron—and as

it is heated, it begins to show its incredible sensitivity to temperature, undergoing

dramatic length changes equivalent to density changes of more than 20 percent. 
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Plutonium
An element at odds with itself

Six Distinct Solid-State Phases of Plutonium

Monoclinic, 16 atoms
per unit cell 

Body-centered monoclinic, 
34 atoms per unit cell

Body-centered orthorhombic, 
8 atoms per unit cell Face-centered cubic, 

4 atoms per unit cell

Body-centered cubic, 
2 atoms per unit cell

Anomalous Thermal Expansion and Phase

Instability of Plutonium

• 磁性の起源：原子に束縛された電子が持つ軌道角運動量とスピン　局在
• 伝導：価電子となって放出された自由電子が結晶ポテンシャルを感じながら運動。遍歴
• では、5f電子は局在？遍歴？



3d: 価電子（4s）が取り除かれるとむき出し
4f:  閉殻(5s, 5p)に守られている。原子的性格
5f:  原子的性格を保つが、外部の影響も強く受ける
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Ce3+ : 4f 1

f 状態　　l = 3, lz = -3, -2, ... 3, 　

14縮重    s = ±1/2

Hund’s rule : L = 3, S = 1/2

全角運動量 J = | L - S | = 5/2　(６重項）

結晶中ではさらに縮退が解ける。
!

局在電子







結晶場が磁化に与える影響
! 有効磁気モーメントの減少
! 磁気異方性
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伝導電子は、フェルミ面を形成する。
  伝導電子のエネルギー　E(k)

  電子はFermi粒子：
　絶対零度でも有限のエネルギーを持つ
　E(k) = E

F
     : 105 K

　金属の性質は、フェルミ面上の電子だけで
　決定される。

遍歴電子





The energy difference between these two

levels is proportional to the amount of

overlap of the two s-electron atomic 

orbitals, and the molecular orbitals

(wave functions) corresponding to 

the bonding and antibonding energy 

levels are sum and difference, respec-

tively, of the atomic orbitals. 

Similarly, when N atoms are brought

close together to form a perfect crystal

(bottom of Figure 2), a single valence

electron sees the periodic electrostatic

potential due to all N atoms. Its wave

function (Bloch state) is now a combi-

nation of overlapping 3s wave functions

from all the atoms and extends over the

entire volume occupied by those atoms.

As in the molecular case, that wave

function can be a bonding state or an

antibonding state. The original atomic

valence levels generalize to a band of

very closely spaced energy levels, half

Plutonium Condensed-Matter Physics
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Figure 2. The Formation of an 

Energy Band in Sodium 

The figure shows the transformation of

electronic structure when two sodium

atoms are brought into close proximity

and when numerous atoms condense to

form sodium metal. (a) When two sodium

atoms are brought together to form a 

diatomic molecule, the atomic wave func-

tion for the 3s valence electron changes

into two molecular wave functions—one

is bonding (!B) and the other antibonding

(!A)—corresponding to the sum and the

difference of the 3s atomic wave func-

tions, respectively. The single potential

well of the isolated sodium atom with 

its 3s-valence energy level and its core

energy levels becomes a double-welled

potential, with bonding (B) and antibond-

ing (A) molecular energy levels replacing

the valence energy level. Finally, 

the energy level diagram shows the 3s

atomic energy level becoming molecular

energy levels A and B, which correspond

to the molecular wave functions !A and

!B, respectively. (b) When N atoms are

brought together, the 3s radial wave func-

tion becomes a Bloch state made up of a

3s atomic wave function at each atomic

site modulated by a plane wave. The sin-

gle potential well becomes a periodic 

potential well with core level states at

atomic sites and the energy levels of the

Bloch (conduction electron) states above

the potential wells. The energy level dia-

gram shows the original 3s level becom-

ing a band of N very closely spaced 

energy levels, whose width is approxi-

mately equal to the energy difference 

between levels A and B in the diatomic

molecule. That energy difference or band-

width is proportional to the amount of

overlap between atomic wave functions

from neighboring sites. In sodium metal,

the 3s conduction band is only half full,

and the highest occupied state at 

T = 0 is denoted by EF, the Fermi 

energy. Also shown is the number of 

energy levels per unit energy, or the 

density of states, for this s-electron 

conduction band.

(a)

(b)



of them bonding and half of them anti-

bonding, and the width of the energy

band is approximately equal to the 

energy split between the bonding and

antibonding energy levels in the 

diatomic molecule. This broad band

forms whether the crystal is an insula-

tor, a metal, or a semiconductor. 

Because in a macroscopic sample

the number of levels in the energy band

is large (approximately 1023) and the

spacing between those levels is small,

we can consider the electron energies to

be a continuous variable. We describe

the number of electron energy levels

per unit energy in terms of a density of

states that varies with energy. Because

each electron must have at least a

slightly different energy (the Pauli 

exclusion principle), electrons fill up

the energy levels one by one, in order

of increasing energy.

A Bloch state, or the three-

dimensional extended wave function of

a valence electron in a solid, is repre-

sented in Figure 2 in one dimension. 

In this example, the 3s valence electron

wave function of sodium appears at

every atomic site along a line of sodium

atoms, but its amplitude is modulated

by the plane wave e
ik!r

. As we men-

tioned before, this general form for a

Bloch state in a solid emerges from the

requirement of translational invariance.

That is, the electron wave function in a

given unit cell must obey the Bloch

condition uk(r + Tn) = uk(r), where Tn
is a set of vectors connecting equivalent

points of the repeating unit cells of the

solid. It must therefore be of the form

!k(r) = e
ik·r

uk(r), where a plane wave

with wave vector k modulates the atom-

ic wave function in a solid. The wave

vector k, or the corresponding crystal

momentum p = hk, is the quantum num-

ber characterizing that Bloch state, and

the allowed magnitudes and directions

of k reflect the periodic structure of 

the lattice. Similar Bloch states exist in

all crystalline materials, and their occu-

pation by valence electrons is what

binds the atoms into a single crystal. 

The electronic structure gets more

complicated in metals containing more

than one type of valence electron. For

example, Figure 3 shows that multiple

overlapping bands are created when the

conduction electrons in a solid originate

from, say, the s, p, d, and f valence 

orbitals of an atom, as in the light 
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Figure 3. Multiband Formation in

the Light Actinides 

(a) Illustrated here are the multiple 

energy bands that form in going from a

single actinide atom to a solid. Multiple

bands always form when an atom has

more than one valence electron. Note

that the s and p bands are much wider

than the d band, which is much wider

than the f band. Also, because the s, p,

d, and f states overlap in energy, they

can hybridize with each other. That is,

any Bloch state with wave vector k(!k)

can be a linear combination of states

from the different bands with that same wave vector. Finally, the density-of-states functions show that the narrow f band dominates

at the Fermi energy because it is so much narrower than the other bands and therefore has many more states at that energy. 

(b) The energy bands, one-electron energies as a function of wave vector k, are shown for cerium. The very narrow f bands at 

the Fermi energy are shown in red. The spd bands are broad. States with the same symmetry cannot cross the Fermi energy level.

We therefore show by dashed lines how the spd bands would connect if no f bands of like symmetry were present.
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electrons. Foreign atoms, lattice vacan-

cies, more-complicated defects such as

stacking faults, and finally, magnetic

moments in an array without the full

symmetry of the lattice can scatter elec-

trons. Many of these imperfections are

temperature independent and lead to a

finite limiting resistance as T = 0 is 

approached. Hence, this limit is used 

as a measure of the quality of metal 

samples, for which the lowest residual

resistance signifies the most perfect

sample. We will show that correlated-

electron materials often have 

anomalously high resistivities and 

very small or zero magnetic moments

at low temperatures. 

Models of Conduction 

Electrons

We have suggested that the electro-

static forces holding the metal together

can be considered averaged forces 

between the ions and conduction elec-

trons and that these forces can be

modeled by a periodic electrostatic 

potential. On the other hand, once a

metal is formed, its conduction elec-

trons (approximately 1023 per cubic

centimeter) can act collectively or in a

correlated manner, giving rise to what

is called quasiparticle or free-electron

behavior (not determined by averaged

electrostatic forces) and to collective

phenomena such as superconductivity

and magnetism. 

These two seemingly opposing

views of conduction electrons and their

behavior in solids first appeared in the

scientific literature in 1937 and 1957.

John Slater (1937) proposed calculating

the electronic states—the energy bands

in Figures 2 and 3(b)—of solids by the

same self-consistent method that had

been applied so successfully to describ-

ing the electronic states of atoms and

molecules. In this method, one treats

electrons as independent particles and

calculates the average Coulomb forces

on a single electron. The other electrons

and all the ions in the solid are the

source of these Coulomb forces on one

electron. This calculation, repeated for

all the electrons in the unit cell, leads to

a charge distribution from which the

electrostatic potential seen by the elec-

trons can be obtained as a solution of

Poisson’s equation. Using the new elec-

trostatic potential, one then repeats the

calculations for each electron until 

the charge density (distribution of elec-

trons) and the crystal potential (forces

on the electrons) have converged to

self-consistent values. Slater’s approach

led to all the modern electronic-band-

structure calculations commonly labeled

one-electron methods. These one-elec-

tron band-structure methods are adapta-

tions of the familiar Hartree-Fock meth-

ods that work so well for atoms and

molecules. They were put on a more

rigorous footing through Walter Kohn’s

development of density functional theo-

ry (DFT). For his achievement, Kohn

became one of the recipients of the

1998 Nobel Prize in Chemistry. 

Lev Landau (1957) took a different

view and argued that the collective mo-

tion of electrons in a solid’s conduction

band was very different from the motion

of electrons in atomic or molecular 

orbitals. He pointed out that particles in

the conduction band act as if they were

nearly free even though the individual

electrons are subject to strong Coulomb

forces. Landau’s way out of this para-

dox was to argue that the effect of the

electrons’ correlated motions from 

mutual interactions in the solid was to

“clothe” themselves, which screens their

charge. In heuristic terms, a conduction

electron is very much like an onion with

many layers. When the electromagnetic

force is weak, the interaction penetrates

only a few layers, and the electron 

appears to be clothed. When the force

becomes stronger, however (as in the

ejection of conduction electrons by pho-

tons in photoemission experiments), the

interaction penetrates many more layers

until the bare electron with its Coulomb

force becomes visible, as it does in 

the one-electron models. 

And yet, the conserved quantum

numbers characterizing the single-

particle states of the clothed elec-

trons—such as spin, momentum, 

and charge—are unchanged by the 
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Figure 4. Density of States for a Free-Electron Gas

(a) The solid line is the density of single-particle states for a free-electron gas plotted

as a function of one-electron energy !. At T = 0, electrons occupy all the states up to

the Fermi energy EF. The dashed curve shows the density of filled states at a finite

temperature T, where kBT, the average thermal energy per particle, is much less than

the Fermi energy. Only electrons within kBT of the Fermi level can be thermally excited

from states below the Fermi energy (region B) to states above that level (region A). 

(b) This plot of the density of states emphasizes that all electrons in the conduction

band participate in bonding, whereas only those with energies near the Fermi energy

contribute to low-energy excitations, such as specific heat, and conduct electricity. 
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dHvA効果：
フェルミ面が磁場中で量子
化されることにより物理量
が振動する現象
dHvA振動数はフェルミ面
の極値断面積に対応

ドハース・ファンアルフェン効果



de Haas-van Alphen Effect

! Topology of the Fermi surface! : dHvA Frequency F = hcSF/2!e 
! cyclotron effective mass! mc

*!
! : temperature dependence of amplitude

! scattering lifetime! " = h/2!kBTD ! : field dependence of amplitude
! mean free path! ! l = h2kF/2!kBmc

*TD
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重い電子による超伝導

伝導電子の ...
大きな有効質量 m*
大きな Pauli 磁化率
強相関：強い反発力



超伝導を特徴づけるパラメータ

λ: 磁場侵入長
ξ：コヒーレンス長　クーパー対の大きさ　　　
κ：Ginzburg-Landau パラメータ　λ/ξ

"h
!

"

"h

!

"

# < 1/$2 : type 1

# > 1/$2 : type 2



超伝導状態の磁気的性質

H

M

Hc2Hc1 Hc

B = H + 4"M =0

Hc
2/8" : 凝縮エネルギー : 1/2 D(#F)$2

Hc : 熱力学的臨界磁場




